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1. Introduction and main results
Cluster algebras were introduced by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky in [3]. Part of the original moti-
vation was the desire to create an algebraic framework for total positivity and (dual) canonical bases
in semisimple algebraic groups. We direct the interested reader to [3,5,6] for the general theory of
cluster algebras.
We start by recalling basic deﬁnitions and facts on cluster algebras following mostly [6]. The deﬁni-
tion of a cluster algebra A starts with introducing its ground ring. Let P be a semiﬁeld, i.e., an abelian
multiplicative group endowed with a binary operation of (auxiliary) addition ⊕ which is commutative,
associative, and distributive with respect to the multiplication in P. The multiplicative group of P is
torsion-free [3, Section 5], hence its group ring ZP—which will be used as a ground ring for A—is
a domain. Let Q(P) denote the ﬁeld of fractions of ZP.
Every ﬁnite family {u j: j ∈ J } gives rise to a tropical semiﬁeld Trop(u j: j ∈ J ) deﬁned as follows.
As a multiplicative group, Trop(u j: j ∈ J ) is an abelian group freely generated by the elements u j
( j ∈ J ); and the addition ⊕ in Trop(u j: j ∈ J ) is given by∏
j
u
a j
j ⊕
∏
j
u
b j
j =
∏
j
u
min(a j,b j)
j . (1.1)
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algebra associated to a tropical semiﬁeld is said to be of geometric type.
As an ambient ﬁeld for a cluster algebra A of rank n, we take a ﬁeld F isomorphic to the ﬁeld of
rational functions in n independent variables, with coeﬃcients in Q(P). Note that the deﬁnition of F
ignores the auxiliary addition in P.
Deﬁnition 1.1 (Seeds). A (labeled) seed in F is a triple (x,y, B), where:
• x = {xi: i ∈ I} is an n-tuple of elements of F forming a free generating set for F , that is, the
elements xi for i ∈ I are algebraically independent over Q(P), and F = Q(P)(x).
• y = {yi: i ∈ I} is an n-tuple of elements of P.
• B = (bi, j)i, j∈I is an n×n integer matrix which is skew-symmetrizable, that is, dibi, j = −d jb j,i for
some positive integers di (i ∈ I).
We refer to x as the cluster of a seed (x,y, B), to the tuple y as the coeﬃcient tuple, and to the
matrix B as the exchange matrix.
For any exchange matrix B , let Γ (B) be a directed graph with the vertices indexed by I and the
directed edges i ← j for bi, j > 0 (i, j ∈ I). A seed (x,y, B) (and the corresponding exchange matrix B)
is called acyclic if Γ (B) has no oriented cycles.
We will use the notation [b]+ = max(b,0).
Deﬁnition 1.2 (Seed mutations). Let (x,y, B) be a seed in F , and k ∈ I . The seed mutation μk in direc-
tion k transforms (x,y, B) into the seed μk(x,y, B) = (x′,y′, B ′) deﬁned as follows:
• The entries of B ′ = (b′i, j) are given by
b′i, j =
{−bi, j, if i = k or j = k;
bi, j + [bi,k]+[bk, j]+ − [−bi,k]+[−bk, j]+, otherwise. (1.2)
• The coeﬃcient tuple y′ is given by
y′j =
{
y−1k , if j = k;
y j y
[bk, j ]+
k (yk ⊕ 1)−bk, j , if j = k.
(1.3)
• The cluster x′ is given by x′j = x j for j = k, whereas x′k ∈ F is determined by the exchange relation
x′k =
yk
∏
x
[bi,k]+
i +
∏
x
[−bi,k]+
i
(yk ⊕ 1)xk . (1.4)
It is easy to see that B ′ is skew-symmetrizable (with the same choice of the factors di), implying
that (x′,y′, B ′) is indeed a seed. Furthermore, the seed mutation μk is involutive, that is, it transforms
(x′,y′, B ′) back into (x,y, B). This makes the following equivalence relation on seeds well deﬁned: we
say that two seeds (x,y, B) and (x′,y′, B ′) are mutation equivalent if (x′,y′, B ′) can be obtained from
(x,y, B) by a sequence of seed mutations. For a mutation equivalence class of seeds S , we denote by
X = X (S) the union of clusters of all seeds in S . We refer to the elements in X as cluster variables.
Deﬁnition 1.3 (Cluster algebra). The cluster algebra A associated with a mutation equivalence class of
seeds S is the ZP-subalgebra of the ambient ﬁeld F generated by all cluster variables: A = ZP[X ].
We denote A = A(S) = A(x,y, B) = A(y, B), where (x,y, B) is any seed in S .
Following [6], we now introduce an important special system of coeﬃcients called principal.
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ﬁcient semiﬁeld P◦ is the tropical semiﬁeld P◦ = Trop(y◦i : i ∈ I) generated by the coeﬃcient tuple y◦ .
Let A◦ = A(x◦,y◦, B) be the cluster algebra with principal coeﬃcients at an initial seed (x◦,y◦, B).
For convenience, let us use I = {1, . . . ,n} as the set of indices for the initial cluster variables x◦1, . . . , x◦n
and the coeﬃcient tuple y◦1, . . . , y◦n . For j = 1, . . . ,n, we set
ŷ ◦j = y◦j
n∏
i=1
(
x◦i
)bi, j ∈ F . (1.5)
As a special case of [6, Corollary 6.3], every cluster variable z ∈ A◦ can be (uniquely) written in the
form
z = (x◦1)g1 · · · (x◦n)gn Fz;x◦ (̂y ◦1 , . . . , ŷ◦n) (1.6)
for some integer vector gz;x◦ = (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Zn , and some integer polynomial Fz;x◦ (t1, . . . , tn) ∈
Z[t1, . . . , tn] not divisible by any variable ti . The vector gz;x◦ (resp. the polynomial Fz;x◦ ) is called
the g-vector (resp. the F -polynomial) of z with respect to x◦ .
The F -polynomials are conjectured (and in many cases proved) to have positive coeﬃcients. How-
ever, even with this conjecture not yet proved in complete generality, one can still evaluate every
Fz;x◦ at an n-tuple of elements of an arbitrary semiﬁeld P, since, as shown in [6], Fz;x◦ (t1, . . . , tn)
can be expressed as a subtraction-free rational expression in t1, . . . , tn . We denote such an evaluation
as Fz;x◦ |P . Using this notation, one can use g-vectors and F -polynomials to compute all the cluster
variables in an arbitrary cluster algebra A = A(x,y, B) with the coeﬃcients in an arbitrary semi-
ﬁeld P. Namely, consider again the cluster algebra A◦ = A(x◦,y◦, B) with principal coeﬃcients at
the initial seed with the same exchange matrix B . Then, as shown in [6, Corollary 6.3], every cluster
variable z◦ ∈ A◦ gives rise to a cluster variable z ∈ A given by
z = xg11 · · · xgnn
Fz◦;x◦( ŷ1, . . . , ŷn)
Fz◦;x◦ |P(y1, . . . , yn) , (1.7)
and all the cluster variables in A are of this form; here the elements ŷ j of the ambient ﬁeld for A
have the same meaning as in (1.5).
Deﬁnition 1.5. A cluster algebra A = A(S) is of ﬁnite type if the mutation equivalence class S consists
of ﬁnitely many seeds.
It was shown by Fomin and Zelevinsky in [5] that the classiﬁcation of cluster algebras of ﬁnite
type is parallel to the Cartan–Killing classiﬁcation of complex semisimple Lie algebras, see Theo-
rem 1.6.
In this paper we provide combinatorial formulas to compute the F -polynomials in cluster algebras
of classical types with an arbitrary acyclic initial cluster and prove that the F -polynomials indeed
have positive coeﬃcients. Our approach is based on a geometric realization for the cluster algebra of
an arbitrary ﬁnite type with principal coeﬃcients at an arbitrary acyclic initial seed studied in [15]. In
this geometric realization, the cluster variables appear as certain generalized principal minors which
allows us to get explicit expressions for their g-vectors and F -polynomials.
Generalized minors, ﬁrst introduced in [1] for the study of total positivity in a simply connected
semisimple complex algebraic group G , are a special family of regular functions γ ,δ on G . These
functions are suitably normalized matrix coeﬃcients corresponding to pairs of extremal weights (γ , δ)
in some fundamental representation of G . We call a generalized minor γ ,δ principal if γ = δ.
Let G be a simply connected semisimple complex Lie group with rank n. For i ∈ [1,n] = {1, . . . ,n},
let ϕi : SL2 → G denote the canonical embedding corresponding to the simple root αi . For i ∈ [1,n]
and t ∈ C, we write
xi(t) = ϕi
(
1 t
0 1
)
, xi(t) = ϕi
(
1 0
t 1
)
. (1.8)
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reﬂections si for i ∈ [1,n], and a Coxeter element c is an element in W such that c = si1 · · · sin
for some permutation (i1, . . . , in) of the index set [1,n]. We also denote the longest element of W
by w◦ .
For i, j ∈ [1,n], we write i ≺c j if i and j are joined by an edge in the Coxeter graph (that is, if the
Cartan matrix entry ai, j is non-zero), and si precedes s j in the factorization of c. We associate to c a
skew-symmetrizable matrix B(c) = (bi, j)i, j∈[1,n] by setting
bi, j =
⎧⎨⎩
−ai, j, if i ≺c j;
ai, j, if j ≺c i;
0, otherwise.
(1.9)
We now present the classiﬁcation theorem of cluster algebras of ﬁnite type due to Fomin and
Zelevinsky in the form convenient for our current purposes.
Theorem 1.6. (See [5].) A cluster algebra A is of ﬁnite type if and only if the exchange matrix at some seed
of A is of the form B(c) (see (1.9)) for some Coxeter element in the Weyl group associated to a Cartan matrix A
of ﬁnite type. Furthermore, the type of A in the Cartan–Killing nomenclature is uniquely determined by the
mutation equivalence class of seeds in A, and, for a given A, all the matrices B(c) associated to different
Coxeter elements are mutation equivalent to each other. (It is called the “cluster type” of A.)
Let c = si1 · · · sin be a Coxeter element. It was shown in [15] that in a cluster algebra of an arbitrary
ﬁnite type with initial exchange matrix B(c), the F -polynomials can be parametrized by a special set
of extremal weights {cmωk: k ∈ [1,n], 0m h(k; c)} where {ωk: k ∈ [1,n]} is the set of fundamental
weights and h(k; c) is the smallest positive integer such that ch(k;c)ωk = w◦(ωk). According to [15,
Theorem 1.12], the F -polynomials are given by
Fcmωk (t1, . . . , tn) = cmωk,cmωk
(
xi1(1) · · · xin (1)xin (tin) · · · xi1(ti1)
)
. (1.10)
Our main result is the following:
Main Result. In the cluster algebra of classical type with an arbitrary acyclic initial seed, explicit
combinatorial expressions for the F -polynomials are given. The descriptions for the types An , Dn , Bn
and Cn are given in Propositions 1.7, 1.9, 1.11 and 1.13 respectively. Furthermore, in all these cases,
the coeﬃcients of the F -polynomials are manifestly positive.
There are other formulas for the F -polynomials and proofs for the positivity conjecture in the lit-
erature. In particular, Fomin and Zelevinsky’s work in [4] together with [6] gave explicit formulas and
proved the positivity for the F -polynomials in classical types for a bipartite initial cluster; Musiker,
Schiﬄer and Williams’s work in [12] deals with any cluster algebra coming from a triangulated sur-
face with an arbitrary initial seed, their results overlap with the results of this current paper in the
cases for acyclic initial clusters in type A and type D, while Musiker, Schiﬄer and Williams’s work
treats all seeds (including the non-acyclic ones); the results in [13,14] by Tran have the same general-
ity as this current work. Our answer is given in very different terms and obtained by totally different
methods.
The proof of our main result is based on combinatorial formulas for generalized minors in the
classical types of the form given in (1.10). In the type An case, the generalized minors specialize to
the ordinary minors and our combinatorial formula is a well-known result due to Lindström, Gessel,
and Viennot (see [11,7,8,1,2]). For the convenience of the reader, we will recall the type An theory
in this note. For the type Bn , we will construct two weighted directed graphs Γ (Bn, c) and ΓS(Bn, c),
while for the types Cn and Dn , we only need one directed graph for each type, Γ (Cn, c) and Γ (Dn, c)
respectively. The formulas are given in terms of the weighted paths in the corresponding directed
graphs.
We use the numbering of the simple roots of the classical types as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. “Elementary chips” of type An .
All the proofs of the results in this section (except Proposition 1.7) will be given in Section 2.
Type An (n  1): Most of the material in this part, the type An case, are essentially taken from Sec-
tion 4.2 in [1]. Let Ei, j denote the (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix whose (i, j)-entry is equal to 1 while all
other entries are 0, and let Id denote the (n + 1) × (n + 1) identity matrix. For i = 1, . . . ,n, let
xi(t) = Id+tEi,i+1 and xi(t) = Id+tEi+1,i. (1.11)
For any i ∈ [1,n], we construct an “elementary chip” corresponding to each xi(t) and xi(t) to be a
weighted directed graph of one of the kinds shown in Fig. 2.
Note that in each chip, the horizontal levels are labeled by 1, . . . ,n starting from the bottom.
The chip corresponding to xi(t) or xi(t) has a diagonal edge connecting the horizontal levels i and
i + 1 with weight t . All other (unlabeled) edges have weight 1 and all edges are presumed to be
oriented from right to left. Note that the direction of the edges is different from the one used in [1].
The directed graph Γ (An, c) associated with c = si1 · · · sin is constructed as a concatenation of
elementary chips xi1 (1), . . . , xin (1), xin (tin ), . . . , xi1 (ti1) in this order, from left to right. We number the
n + 1 sources and n + 1 sinks of the graph Γ (An, c) bottom-to-top, and deﬁne the weight of a path
in Γ (An, c) to be the product of the weights of all edges in the path. We also deﬁne the weight of a
family of paths to be the product of the weights of all paths in the family.
The matrix xc = xi1 (1) · · · xin (1) · xin (tin ) · · · xi1 (ti1 ) is “represented” by the corresponding directed
graph Γ (An, c). One easily checks that the sum of the weights of all paths that connect a given source
j to a given sink i is the matrix element xij of xc . For instance, let c = s1s3s2, then
xc = x1(1)x3(1)x2(1)x2(t2)x3(t3)x1(t1) =
⎛⎜⎝
1 t1 0 0
1 1+ t1 t2 t2t3
0 1 1+ t2 t3 + t2t3
0 1 1+ t2 1+ t3 + t2t3
⎞⎟⎠
and Γ (A3, S1s3s2) is given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Γ (A3, s1s3s2), Fcω2 (t1, t2, t3).
As a special case of the Lindström–Gessel–Viennot Lemma ([11,7], also see Proposition 4.2 in [1]),
the minor I, J (xc) with the row set I and the column set J equals the sum of weights of all fam-
ilies of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (An, c) connecting the sources labeled by J with the sinks labeled
by I .
For the type An case (i.e., when G = SLn+1), the generalized minors specialize to the ordinary
minors as follows: The Weyl group W is identiﬁed with the symmetric group Sn+1, and it acts on
the index set [1,n + 1] as permutations. The simple reﬂections are si = (i, i + 1) for i ∈ [1,n]. Let
Vωk =
∧k
Cn+1, the k-th exterior power of the standard representation. All the weights of Vωk are
extremal, and are in bijection with the k-subsets of [1,n+1], so that W acts on them in a natural way,
and ωk corresponds to [1,k]. If two weights γ and δ correspond to k-subsets I and J , respectively,
then γ ,δ = I, J is the minor with the row set I and the column set J .
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the Lindström–Gessel–Viennot Lemma and
the fact that the generalized minors in type A are nothing but the ordinary minors.
Proposition 1.7. The F -polynomial Fcmωk (t1, . . . , tn) (= cmωk,cmωk (xc) by (1.10)) equals the sum of weights
of all collections of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (An, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,k].
Example 1.8. Type A3: Let c = s1s3s2 = (1,2,4,3), then c · [1,2] = {2,4}, hence
Fcω2(t1, t2, t3) = 1+ t1 + t3 + t1t3 + t1t2t3.
In Fig. 4, we give all families of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (A3, s1s3s2) with the sources and sinks
labeled by {2,4} and each family of paths is depicted by thick lines.
Type Dn (n  4): For each i ∈ [1,n], the elementary chips corresponding to xi(t) and xi(t) are shown
in Fig. 5. In each chip, the vertices consist of all the endpoints of the horizontal edges and all of the
edges are oriented from right to left. We number the horizontal levels from bottom to top in the order
1, . . . ,n,n, . . . ,1. The numbering of the horizontal levels for the ﬁrst (resp., last) two chips in Fig. 5 is
shown on the left (resp., right) of the ﬁgure. The two diagonal edges in each chip have weight t , all
other unlabeled edges have weight 1.
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The directed graph Γ (Dn, c) associated with c = si1 · · · sin is constructed as a concatenation
of elementary chips xi1 (1), . . . , xin (1), xin (tin ), . . . , xi1 (ti1) (in this order, from left to right). We
number the 2n sources and the 2n sinks of the graph Γ (Dn, c) bottom-to-top in the order
1, . . . ,n,n, . . . ,1.
Note that in the chips corresponding to xn(t) and xn(t), the intersections of the diagonal edges
and the horizontal edges in the middle of each horizontal edge are not vertices. We call a family of
paths bundled if within each elementary chip, either both of the diagonal edges belong to the family
of paths, or neither belong to the family of paths. The weight of a family of paths is deﬁned in the
same way as in the type An .
Let [1,n] = {1, . . . ,n}. The Weyl group of type Dn acts on the index set [1,n] as permutations with
even number of “bar” changes. When written as permutations on [1,n] ∪ [1,n], the simple reﬂections
are si = (i, i + 1)(i + 1, i) for i = 1, . . . ,n − 1, and sn = (n − 1,n)(n,n − 1). Then the F -polynomials in
type Dn are computed as follows:
Proposition 1.9. In type Dn:
1. For k = 1, . . . ,n− 2, Fcmωk (t1, . . . , tn) equals the sum of weights of all collections of vertex-disjoint paths
in Γ (Dn, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,k];
2. Fcmωn−1(t1, . . . , tn) equals the sum of the square roots of weights of all collections of bundled vertex-
disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c) with the sources and the sinks labeled by cm · {1,2, . . . ,n − 1,n};
3. Fcmωn (t1, . . . , tn) equals the sum of the square roots of weights of all collections of bundled vertex-
disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c) with the sources and the sinks labeled by cm · {1,2, . . . ,n − 1,n}.
The proof will be given in Section 2, here is an example to illustrate this proposition.
Example 1.10. Type D4: Let c = s1s2s3s4 = (1,2,3,1,2,3)(4,4), then c2 · [1,2] = {3,1} and
Fc2ω2(t1, t2, t3, t4) = 1+ t1 + t2 + 2t1t2 + t1t2t3 + t1t2t4 + t1t22
+ t1t22t3 + t1t22t4 + t1t22t3t4 (see Fig. 6).
We also have c2 · {1,2,3,4} = {3,4,2,1}, hence Fc2ω3 (t1, t2, t3, t4) = 1 + t2 + t2t4 (see Fig. 7).
Remember that in this case we require bundled families of paths and only square roots of their
weights contribute to the F -polynomial.
Type Bn (n  2): To compute F -polynomials in type Bn , we introduce two directed graphs: Γ (Bn, c)
and ΓS(Bn, c).
We start with the graph Γ (Bn, c). For each i ∈ [1,n], the elementary chips corresponding to xi(t)
and xi(t) in Γ (Bn, c) are shown in Fig. 8. In each chip, the vertices consist of all the endpoints of
the 2n + 1 horizontal edges. All the edges are oriented from right to left, we number the horizontal
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Fig. 7. Γ (D4, s1s2s3s4), Fc2ω3 (t1, t2, t3, t4).
Fig. 8. Elementary chips in Γ (Bn, i) (i = 1, . . . ,n − 1).
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levels from bottom to top in the order 1, . . . ,n,0,n, . . . ,1. In the chips corresponding to xn(t) and
xn(t), the intersections of the diagonal edges and the horizontal edges in the middle of the diagonal
edges on the horizontal level 0 are not vertices. The numbering of the horizontal levels for the ﬁrst
(resp., last) two chips in Fig. 8 is shown on the left (resp., right) of the ﬁgure. All unlabeled edges
have weight 1.
The directed graph Γ (Bn, c) associated with c = si1 · · · sin is constructed as a concatenation of
elementary chips xi1 (1), . . . , xin (1), xin (tin ), . . . , xi1 (ti1 ) (in this order, from left to right). We num-
ber the 2n + 1 sources and the 2n + 1 sinks of the graph Γ (Bn, c) bottom-to-top in the order
1, . . . ,n,0,n, . . . ,1.
We now consider the graph ΓS(Bn, c) (it corresponds to the spin representation). For each i ∈ [1,n],
the elementary chips corresponding to xi(t) and xi(t) in ΓS(Bn, c) are shown in Fig. 9. The vertices
for each elementary chip consist of all the endpoints of the 2n horizontal edges. We label the 2n
horizontal levels from bottom to top by 1, . . . ,n,n, . . . ,1. All the edges are oriented from right to left
with their weights shown in the ﬁgure, all unlabeled edges have weight 1.
The directed graph ΓS(Bn, c) associated with c = si1 · · · sin is constructed as a concatenation
of elementary chips xi1 (1), . . . , xin (1), xin (tin ), . . . , xi1 (ti1) (in this order, from left to right). We
number the 2n sources and the 2n sinks of the graph ΓS(Bn, c) bottom-to-top in the order
1, . . . ,n,n, . . . ,1.
We call a family of paths in ΓS(Bn, c) bundled if within each elementary chip that corresponds to
xi(t), for i ∈ [1,n − 1] ∪ [1,n − 1], either both of the diagonal edges belong to the family of paths, or
neither belong to the family of paths. We only need the bundled families of vertex-disjoint paths in
ΓS(Bn, c).
The Weyl group of type Bn acts on the index set [1,n] by permutations and “bar” changes. When
written as permutations on [1,n] ∪ [1,n], the simple reﬂections are si = (i, i + 1)(i + 1, i) for i =
1, . . . ,n − 1, and sn = (n,n). The deﬁnition of the weight of paths is the same as before. Then the
F -polynomials in type Bn are computed as follows:
Proposition 1.11.
1. For k = 1, . . . ,n− 1, Fcmωk (t1, . . . , tn) equals the sum of weights of all collections of vertex-disjoint paths
in Γ (Bn, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,k];
2. Fcmωn (t1, . . . , tn) equals the sum of the square roots of weights of all collections of bundled vertex-
disjoint paths in ΓS(Bn, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,n].
Example 1.12. Type B2: Let c = s2s1 = (2,1,2,1), then c · [1] = {2} and c2 · [1,2] = {2,1}. We have
Fcω1(t1, t2) = 1+ 2t2 + t22 + t1t22 and Fc2ω2(t1, t2) = 1+ t2 + t1t2 (see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 11. Elementary chips in Γ (Cn, c) (i = 1, . . . ,n − 1).
Type Cn (n 3): For each i ∈ [1,n], the elementary chips corresponding to xi(t) and xi(t) are shown in
Fig. 11. The vertices for each elementary chip consist of all the endpoints of the 2n horizontal edges.
We number the horizontal levels from bottom to top by 1, . . . ,n,n, . . . ,1. All the edges are oriented
from right to left with weights shown in the ﬁgure, all unlabeled edges have weight 1.
The directed graph Γ (Cn, c) associated with c = si1 · · · sin is constructed as a concatenation of
elementary chips xi1 (1), . . . , xin (1), xin (tin ), . . . , xi1 (ti1 ) (in this order, from left to right). We number
the 2n sources and the 2n sinks of the graph Γ (Cn, c) bottom-to-top in the order 1, . . . ,n,n, . . . ,1.
The deﬁnition of the weight of paths is the same as before.
The Weyl group of type Cn acts on the index set [1,n] ∪ [1,n] in the same way as the Weyl group
of type Bn . We then have the following proposition for computing the F -polynomials of type Cn .
Proposition 1.13. For k ∈ [1,n], the F -polynomials Fcmωk (t1, . . . , tn) equals the sum of weights of all collec-
tions of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (Cn, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,k].
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Generalized minors: We start by brieﬂy recalling the deﬁnition of generalized minors; more details can
be found in [1].
Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra of rank n with the Cartan decomposition g = n− ⊕ h⊕ n.
Let ei,hi, f i , for i ∈ [1,n], be the standard generators of g. The simple roots αi (i ∈ [1,n]) form a basis
in the dual space h∗ such that [h, ei] = αi(h)ei , and [h, f i] = −αi(h) f i for any h ∈ h and i ∈ [1,n].
The structure of g is uniquely determined by the Cartan matrix A = (ai, j) given by ai, j = α j(hi).
Let G be a simply connected complex Lie group with the Lie algebra g. For i ∈ [1,n], let
ϕi : SL2 → G denote the canonical embedding corresponding to the simple root αi . For i ∈ [1,n] and
t ∈ C, we write
xi(t) = ϕi
(
1 t
0 1
)
= exp(tei), xi(t) = ϕi
(
1 0
t 1
)
= exp(t f i). (2.1)
We also set
thi = ϕi
(
t 0
0 t−1
)
for any i ∈ [1,n] and any t = 0. Let N (resp., N−) be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G generated
by all xi(t) (resp. xi(t)) with the Lie algebra n (resp., n−), and H be the maximal torus in G with the
Lie algebra h.
The Weyl group W of G is deﬁned to be the group of linear transformations of the root space h∗
generated by the simple reﬂections s1, . . . , sn , whose action on h∗ is given by si(γ ) = γ − γ (hi)αi for
γ ∈ h∗ .
A reduced word for w ∈ W is a sequence of indices (i1, . . . , im) of shortest possible length m such
that w = si1 · · · sim . The number m is denoted by 	(w) and is called the length of w . The group W
possesses a unique element w◦ of maximal length.
The Weyl group W is naturally identiﬁed with NormG(H)/H by sending each simple reﬂection si
to the coset si H , where the representative si ∈ NormG(H) is deﬁned by
si = ϕi
(
0 −1
1 0
)
= xi(−1)xi(1)xi(−1). (2.2)
The elements si satisfy the braid relations in W ; thus the representative w can be unambiguously
deﬁned for any w ∈ W by requiring that uv = u · v whenever 	(uv) = 	(u) + 	(v).
The weight lattice P is the set of all weights γ ∈ h∗ such that γ (hi) ∈ Z for all i. The group
P has a Z-basis formed by the fundamental weights ω1, . . . ,ωn deﬁned by ωi(h j) = δi j . With some
abuse of notation, we identify the weight lattice P in h∗ with the group of rational multiplicative
characters of H , here written in the exponential notation: a weight γ ∈ P acts by a → aγ . Under this
identiﬁcation, the fundamental weights ω1, . . . ,ωn act in H by (th j )ωi = tδi j .
Recall that the set G0 = N−HN of elements x ∈ G that have a Gaussian decomposition is open and
dense in G . This (unique) decomposition of x ∈ N−HN will be written as x = [x]−[x]0[x]+ .
We now deﬁne the generalizedminors introduced in [1]. For u, v ∈ W and k ∈ [1,n], the generalized
minor uωk,vωk is the regular function on G whose restriction to the open set uG0v
−1 is given by
uωk,vωk (x) =
([
u−1xv
]
0
)ωk . (2.3)
As shown in [1], uωk,vωk depends on the weights uωk and vωk alone, not on the particular choice
of u and v .
Let Vωk be the fundamental representation of G and v be a highest weight vector with highest
weight ωk , then uv and vv are two vectors with weights uωk and vωk , respectively. The general-
ized minors uωk,vωk (x) is the coeﬃcient of uv in the expression of x · vv (the action of the group
element x on Vωk ) in terms of a weight basis containing both uv and vv. To see this, note that if
g = [g]−[g]0[g]+ ∈ G0, then we have [g]+ · v = v, [g]0 · v= [g]ωk0 v and [g]− · v= v+ terms with lower
weights. It follows that for x ∈ uG0v−1, that is, for u−1xv ∈ G0, we have
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= u · ([u−1xv]−[u−1xv]0[u−1xv]+ · v)
= u · ([u−1xv]−[u−1xv]0 · v)
= u · ([u−1xv]− · [u−1xv]ωk0 v)
= u · (uωk,vωkv+ terms with lower weights)
= uωk,vωk uv+ terms with other weights.
Let c = si1 · · · sin be a Coxeter element and xc = xi1 (1) · · · xin (1)xin (tin ) · · · xi1 (ti1 ). We compute the
generalized minors of the form cmωk,cmωk (xc) (hence the F -polynomials) by explicitly computing the
action by xc on each fundamental representation Vωk ; recall that xi(t) and xi(t) act in every ﬁnite-
dimensional representation of g by
xi(t) =
∑
n0
tn
n!e
n
i and xi(t) =
∑
n0
tn
n! f
n
i . (2.4)
Elementary chips and generalized minors: Each of the directed graphs Γ (An, c), Γ (Dn, c), Γ (Bn, c),
ΓS(Bn, c) and Γ (Cn, c) was designed and constructed to provide a combinatorial model for the ac-
tion of xc on each fundamental representation in the corresponding types, hence the directed graphs
can be used to compute the generalized minors. More precisely, each of the elementary chips corre-
sponding to xi(t) captures the action of xi(t) on the fundamental representations.
Take Γ (Dn, c) for instance. To justify that the directed graph Γ (Dn, c) does indeed capture the
action of xc , we ﬁrst recall the Lie algebra action on the fundamental representations. Let g be the
simple Lie algebra of type Dn for n  4. Then g is realized as the even special orthogonal Lie al-
gebra so2n . Let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space with basis v1, . . . ,vn,vn, . . . ,v1 such that the
standard representation of so2n on V can be written as (cf. [9, (8.32)])
ei · v j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi, if i = n and j = i + 1;
vi+1, if i = n and j = i;
vn, if i = n and j = n − 1;
vn−1, if i = n and j = n;
0, otherwise,
(2.5)
f i · v j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi+1, if i = n and j = i;
vi, if i = n and j = i + 1;
vn, if i = n and j = n − 1;
vn−1, if i = n and j = n;
0, otherwise.
(2.6)
for i ∈ [1,n] and j ∈ [1,n] ∪ [1,n].
The group elements xi(t) and xi(t) act as I + tei and I + t f i respectively on V . We associate each
vertex of Γ (Dn, c) on the horizontal level j with the basis vector v j ∈ V for j ∈ [1,n] ∪ [1,n], then
the action of xi(t) and xi(t) on V can be read from the corresponding elementary chips. For instance,
the fragment shown in Fig. 12 expresses the action for i = n. Note that this
fragment is part of the elementary chip corresponding to xi(t) for i = n. Therefore the graph Γ (Dn, c)
(constructed by concatenation of the elementary chips) provides a combinatorial model for the action
of xc on V , that is, the coeﬃcient of v j in the expression of xc · vi is equal to the sum of the weights
of all paths in Γ (Dn, c) with source labeled by i and sink labeled by j.
This observation can be generalized to the exterior powers of V and used to compute the general-
ized minors. Recall that in the type Dn case, the fundamental representation Vωk for k = 1, . . . ,n − 2
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Fig. 13. crossing happen in the chip xn(t) on level n.
is realized as
∧k V with the highest weight vector v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk . Each extremal weight uωk of Vωk
corresponds to a k-subset u · [1,k] in [1,n] ∪ [1,n]. Note that i and i do not appear simultaneously in
u · [1,k] for any i ∈ [1,n] and u ∈ W . We deﬁne a linear ordering on the index set [1,n] ∪ [1,n] by
1 < · · · < n < n < · · · < 1.
Recall that in the chips corresponding to xn(t) and xn(t), the intersections of the diagonal edges
and the horizontal edges in the middle of each horizontal edge are not vertices. Hence two vertex-
disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c) can cross each other at such points (see Fig. 5). One crossing of this kind is
shown in Fig. 13 and the two paths crossing each other are depicted by thick lines. It represents that
the expression of xn(t) · (vn ∧ vn−1) contains the term tvn ∧ vn = −tvn ∧ vn . This negative coeﬃcient
leads to the deﬁnition of signed-weight. We deﬁne the signed-weight of a family of paths to be the
weight of the family of paths if there are an even number of such crossings in the paths, and to be
the negative of the weight of the family of paths if there are an odd number of such crossings.
Let K = {i1 < · · · < ik} be a k-subset in [1,n] ∪ [1,n] corresponding to an extremal weight γ ,
and deﬁne a basis vector vK = vi1 ∧ · · · ∧ vik in
∧k V . Then the principal minor γ ,γ (xc) equals
the coeﬃcient of vK in the expression of xc · vK (in terms of the standard basis in ∧k V ). It can be
computed as follows:
γ ,γ (xc) equals the sum of signed-weights of all collections of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c)
with sources and sinks labeled by K .
The requirement of the paths to be vertex-disjoint is because v∧ v = 0 for any v ∈ V .
The crossing can only happen in the elementary chips corresponding to xn(t) and xn(t) and these
two chips each appear in Γ (Dn, c) exactly once, therefore at most two crossings can appear in a
family of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c).
Outline of the proofs: To prove Propositions 1.9, 1.11 and 1.13, we will show the following:
• Each of the directed graphs captures the action of the corresponding xc on the fundamental
representations. This will become clear after we recall the Lie algebra action on the corresponding
fundamental representations in types B and C (cf. [9, Chapter 8] and [10], here we take the
classical limit q → 1). Note that we have already proven this part for type D.
• In the cases of Γ (Dn, c) and Γ (Bn, c), where one or two crossings can happen among their paths,
none of the families of vertex-disjoint paths that appear in the computation of the F -polynomial
can have exactly one crossing among its paths.
Proof of Proposition 1.9. With the above discussion in mind, part 1 of Proposition 1.9 follows imme-
diately from the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.1. If a family of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c) with the sources and the sinks labeled by the
same index set K has exactly one crossing among its paths, then K does not have the form cm · [1,k] for any
k ∈ [2,n − 2] and m ∈ Z0 = {0} ∪ N.
Proof. We start by examining all the cases such that exactly one crossing occurs in a family of vertex-
disjoint paths in Γ (Dn, c). We use xi to represent the corresponding elementary chip if there is no
danger of confusion. All families of paths are assumed to be vertex-disjoint and all paths travel from
right to left. We ﬁrst consider the case that the (only one) crossing appears in xn on the level n.
Let P be a family of paths with exactly one crossing among its paths and p1, p2 be the two paths
in P crossing each other in xn on the level n. Let p1 be the path that passes through the (upper)
diagonal edge of xn , and let p2 be the path that passes through the horizontal edge of xn on level n.
We claim that the paths p1 and p2 appear partially as illustrated in Fig. 14. In particular, we claim
the following:
1. p1 has source labeled by n − i for some i  1 and sink labeled by n,
2. p2 has source labeled by n and sink labeled by n − i (the same label as the source of p1),
3. the chips xn, xn−1, xn−1, xn must appear in Γ (Dn, c) in this order, from left to right. Note that we
do not require these four chips to be consecutive in Γ (Dn, c).
Remark 2.2. We drew the part of the path p1 from its source to level n − 1 by a dashed line seg-
ment because we do not require the chips xn−2, xn−3, . . . , xn−i to appear in Γ (Dn, c) consecutively. In
general, this part of p1 can have a stair-like shape. For the same reason, we also use a dashed line
segment for the part of p2 after the chip xn . The dashed triangle in between chips xn−1 and xn−1
means that the path p1 either stays at level n − 1 in between xn−1 and xn−1 or it can go down to a
lower level after xn−1 then comes back to level n − 1 before it reaches xn−1.
To prove the ﬁrst two claims, note that since p1 and p2 are the only paths crossing each other, it is
easy to see that the label of the source of p1 (resp., p2) will be the label of the sink of p2 (resp., p1).
Note that for i ∈ [1,n − 1], all the edges of the chip xi either keep the same horizontal level or bring
the level down by 1. Hence the source of p1 is “higher” than the source of p2 (i.e., the label of the
source of p1 is bigger than the label of the source of p2 in the linear order on [1,n] ∪ [1,n] deﬁned
before).
Because the chip xn−2, which has a diagonal edge connecting level n − 2 with level n − 1, appears
exactly once in Γ (Dn, c), therefore the label of the source of p2 can only be n or n − 1. Otherwise,
p1 and p2 must pass the same diagonal in xn−2 for them to cross each other in xn . To see the later
case cannot happen, we assume that the label of the source of p2 is n − 1: In this case, the chips
xn−1, xn−2, xn, xn, xn−2, xn−1 must appear in Γ (Dn, c) in this order for the two paths to cross on level
n in xn . See Fig. 15. It is then clear that the two paths cannot reach their sinks. Hence the source of
p2 must have label n. This proves the ﬁrst two claims.
Remembering the construction of Γ (Dn, c), to prove the last claim, it is enough to show that the
chip xn−1 appears on the left of the chip xn . The last claim is an immediate consequence of the ﬁrst
claim. Note that there is no edge connecting level n and level n. In order for the path p1 to reach
its sink on level n after the crossing, the path p1 must go down to a level lower than level n via
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the lower diagonal edge of xn−1 then goes up to the level n via the lower diagonal edge of xn . This
completes the proof of the claim.
Return to the proof of Lemma 2.1. By a similar argument, we obtain in Fig. 16 all cases of paths
that have exactly one crossing in Γ (Dn, c). In all cases, we denote p1 and p2 to be the two paths
crossing each other, where p1 is the path having higher source.
To ﬁnish the proof of Lemma 2.1, we show that the index set K of the sources and the sinks does
not have the desired form in each of the four cases.
In all the cases either {n,n − i} ∈ K or {n,n − i} ∈ K for some i  1. Note that if sn−2 appears in
between sn and sn−1 in the expression of the Coxeter element c, that is, c can be written as one of
the following forms: · · · sn · · · sn−2 · · · sn−1 · · · or · · · sn−1 · · · sn−2 · · · sn · · · , then the source of p1 must
be n − 1. However, in this case, the indices n− 1 and n − 1 form a single two cycle when c is written
as a permutation on the index set [1,n] ∪ [1,n] which implies that n − 1 does not belong to cm · [1,k]
for any k ∈ [2,n − 2] and m ∈ Z0.
On the other hand, if sn−2 does not appear in between sn and sn−1 in the expression of the Coxeter
element c then the indices n and n form a single two cycle when c is written as a permutation on
the index set [1,n] ∪ [1,n]. This implies that neither the index n nor the index n belongs to cm · [1,k]
for any k ∈ [2,n − 2] and m ∈ Z0. This shows that there does not exist a family of vertex-disjoint
paths in Γ (Dn, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,k] for k ∈ [2,n − 2] such that there
is exactly one crossing among its paths. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1, hence completes the
proof of part 1 of Proposition 1.9. 
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representations. Let T be an n-subset of [1,n] ∪ [1,n], then the spin representations Vωn−1 and Vωn
can be realized as the vector spaces span by basis vectors as follows (cf. [9, (8.33)])
Vωn−1 =
〈
T
∣∣∣∣ i and i do not appear simultaneously in T ,there are an odd number of i’s appearing in T
〉
,
Vωn =
〈
T
∣∣∣∣ i and i do not appear simultaneously in T ,there are an even number of i’s appearing in T
〉
. (2.7)
The so2n-actions on Vωn−1 and Vωn are given as follows
ei · T =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
T \ {i + 1, i} ∪ {i, i + 1}, if i = n and i + 1, i ∈ T ;
T \ {n,n − 1} ∪ {n − 1,n}, if i = n and n,n − 1 ∈ T ;
0, otherwise,
(2.8)
f i · T =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
T \ {i, i + 1} ∪ {i + 1, i}, if i = n and i, i + 1 ∈ T ;
T \ {n − 1,n} ∪ {n,n − 1}, if i = n and n − 1,n ∈ T ;
0, otherwise.
(2.9)
Hence xi(t) and xi(t) act as I + tei and I + t f i on Vωn−1 and Vωn respectively. The fundamental
representations Vωn−1 and Vωn have highest weight vectors {1,2, . . . ,n − 1,n} and {1,2, . . . ,n − 1,n}
respectively.
The combinatorial meaning of the graph Γ (Dn, c) in these cases is completely analogous to the
one before. The requirement of the paths being bundled is due to that the non-trivial actions of ei
and f i require two speciﬁed indices to appear simultaneously in T . In this case, the coeﬃcient of the
corresponding basis vector should be t instead of t2, therefore we take the square root of the weight
of a family of bundled vertex-disjoint paths. Also, it is clear that no crossing can happen in a family
of bundled vertex-disjoint paths. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.9. 
The proofs of Propositions 1.11, 1.13 are similar to the proof of Proposition 1.9.
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type Bn for n  2, that is, the odd
special orthogonal Lie algebra so2n+1. Let V be a (2n + 1)-dimensional vector space with basis
v1, . . . ,vn,v0,vn, . . . ,v1 such that the standard representation of so2n+1 on V can be written as (cf. [9,
(8.25)])
ei · v j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi, if i = n and j = i + 1;
vi+1, if i = n and j = i;
2vn, if i = n and j = 0;
v0, if i = n and j = n;
0, otherwise,
(2.10)
f i · v j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi+1, if i = n and j = i;
vi, if i = n and j = i + 1;
v0, if i = n and j = n;
2vn, if i = n and j = 0;
0, otherwise,
(2.11)
for i ∈ [1,n] and j ∈ [1,n] ∪ {0} ∪ [1,n].
We see that xi(t) and xi(t) act as I+tei + t
2
2 e
2
i and I+t f i + t
2
2 f
2
i respectively on V . The fundamen-
tal representation Vωk for k = 1, . . . ,n−1 is realized as
∧k V with highest weight vector v1 ∧· · ·∧vk .
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mental representations Vωk for k = 1, . . . ,n − 1.
To prove part 1 of Proposition 1.11, it is enough to show that there is no crossing among any family
of vertex-disjoint paths in Γ (Bn, c) with the sources and sinks labeled by cm · [1,k] for k ∈ [2,n − 1].
Note in Γ (Bn, c), the crossing can only happen on the horizontal level 0 in xn or xn (see Fig. 8). The
index 0 does not belong to any index set corresponding to an extremal weight, and the only diagonal
edges connecting the horizontal level 0 are within the chips xn and xn themselves. Together with the
fact that xn and xn only appear once in Γ (Bn, c), we conclude that such a crossing cannot happen.
This completes the proof of part 1 of Proposition 1.11.
To prove part 2 of Proposition 1.11, we ﬁrst recall the spin representation in this case. Let T be an
n-subset of [1,n] ∪ [1,n]. Then the spin representation can be realized as a vector space span by basis
vectors as follows
Vωn = 〈T | i and i do not appear simultaneously in T 〉. (2.12)
The so2n+1-action on Vωn is given as follows (cf. [9, (8.26)])
ei · T =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
T \ {i + 1, i} ∪ {i, i + 1}, if i = n and i + 1, i ∈ T ;
T \ {n} ∪ {n}, if i = n and n ∈ T ;
0, otherwise,
(2.13)
f i · T =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
T \ {i, i + 1} ∪ {i + 1, i}, if i = n and i, i + 1 ∈ T ;
T \ {n} ∪ {n}, if i = n and n ∈ T ;
0, otherwise.
(2.14)
Hence xi(t) and xi(t) act as I + tei and I + t f i on Vωn respectively. The fundamental representation
Vωn has highest weight vector {1,2, . . . ,n − 1,n}.
It is easy to check that the action of xc on Vωn is captured by the directed graph ΓS(Bn, c). The
reasons for requiring the bundled condition and taking the square root of the weight of a collection
of vertex-disjoint paths are as the same as those in the part 2 and part 3 of Proposition 1.9. This
completes the proof of Proposition 1.11. 
Proof of Proposition 1.13. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type Cn for n 3, that is, the symplectic
Lie algebra sp2n . Let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space with basis v1, . . . ,vn,vn, . . . ,v1 such that
the standard representation of sp2n on V can be written as (cf. [10, (4.2.1), (4.2.2)])
ei · v j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi, if i = n and j = i + 1;
vi+1, if i = n and j = i;
vn, if i = n and j = n;
0, otherwise,
(2.15)
f i · v j =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi+1, if i = n and j = i;
vi, if i = n and j = i + 1;
vn, if i = n and j = n;
0, otherwise,
(2.16)
for i ∈ [1,n] and j ∈ [1,n] ∪ [1,n].
It is easy to see that xi(t) and xi(t) act as I + tei and I + t f i respectively on V , and Γ (Cn, c)
captures the action of xc on the exterior powers of V . Although the fundamental representation Vωk
is not isomorphic to the exterior power
∧k V for k > 1, it can be realized as a subrepresentation in∧k V with highest weight vector v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk . Hence, for our purpose, it makes no difference to work
inside
∧k V . Proposition 1.13 clearly holds since there is no crossing in any family of vertex-disjoint
paths in Γ (Cn, c). This completes the proof. 
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